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Rezumat. O parte din c ldura introdus  intr-un generator de abur este pierdut  de acesta sub diverse forme. Cel 
mai important tip de pierderi termice ale unui generator de abur îl constituie c ldura gazelor de ardere evacuate la 
co . Cauza apari iei acestei importante categorii de pierderi o constituie diferen a dintre temperatura gazelor de 
ardere evacuate i cea a mediului ambiant. Încerc rile de a reduce la minim aceste pierderi, bazate pe evacuarea 
gazelor la temperaturi cât mai sc zute sunt limitate de atingerea temperaturii de rou  î de apari ia fenomenului 
de coroziune acid  de joas  temperatur . Cu scopul de a evita acest fenomen se încearc  mecanismul de 
conducere a cazanului de abur în condi iile evacu rii gazelor de ardere la temperaturi cu 3-5 oC peste temperatura 
de rou , prin modificarea debitului de combustibil introdus în cazan. Din cauza cantit ilor mari de ap  - abur 
prezente în cazan, r spunsul dinamic în timp al acestuia la modificarea debitului de combustibil cap t  diferite 
forme. Lucrarea prezint  un studiu al r spunsului dinamic al presiunii unui generator de abur atunci când debitul 
de combustibil sufer  o modificare de tip treapt  unitar  (pas) i sugereaz  care ar fi modalitatea ideal  de ac iune 
asupra elementelor de comand  ale cazanului. 

Cuvinte cheie: generator de abur, punct de roua, dinamica. 

Abstract. A Ql portion of the whole heat rate Qc [kJ/ (kg or m3N)] introduced in to steam generator is lost in 
different forms. The most significant type of losses are the thermal ones by the heat of the burning gases Q2, 
exhausted at the stack. This type of losses has a ratio of ( 4-10 )% of the total heat, Qc. The cause for the 
occurrence of such losses is the temperature difference between the exhaust temperature of the gases at the stack 
ts and the environmental temperature to.The gases exhaust temperature should be as close as possible to to, to not 
decrease the boiler working performances. On the other side, the flue gas temperature at stack ts must not to be 
lower than the dew temperature of these gases tda, to prevent the phenomenon of acid dew condensing on the 
ending surfaces of the boiler heat exchangers. In order to try to avoid this phenomenon, the boiler flue gas exhaust 
temperature must be 3-5 ° C above dew point. This is possible by changing the flow rate of fuel introduced into 
the boiler. The paper describes the dynamic answer of the steam boiler pressure, when the fuel rate has a step 
variation. 

Keywords: steam boiler, dew point, dynamics.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
A QL portion of the whole heat rate Qc[kJ/ (kg 

or m3N)] introduced in to steam generator is lost in 
different forms. The most significant type of losses 
are the thermal ones by the heat of the burning 
gases Q2, exhausted at the stack. This type of 
losses has a ratio of ( 4-10 )% of the total heat, Qc. 

Generally, the heat rate lost by the burning gases 
removal, Q2, is given by the relationship : 
 

c s o s2 bg(t , ) bg(t , )Q I I  [kJ/(kg or m3N)]

      (1) 
where: 

- 
c sbg(t , )I  = enthalpy of burning gases 

exhausted at the stack at a temperature ts and with 
an air-combustion ratio at the stack, s.  

 - 
o sbg(t , )I  = enthalpy of burning gases 

exhausted at the environmental temperature to with 
the same air-combustion ratio at the stack, s. 
The cause for the occurrence of such losses is the 
temperature difference between the exhaust 
temperature of the gases at the stack ts and the 
environmental temperature to. 

The gases exhaust temperature should be as 
close as possible to to, to not decrease the boiler 
working performances. 

On the other side, the flue gas temperature at 
stack ts must not to be lower than the dew 
temperature of these gases tda, to prevent the 
phenomenon of acid dew condensing on the ending 
surfaces of the boiler heat exchangers.  

The observance necessity of the condition: 
s dat t    (2) 

bring about the conclusion that the dew 
temperature of the flue gas exerts a strong 
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influence on the working parameters of the power 
steam boiler. 

Let’s imagine the situation when a process 
computer that controls its operation controls the 
steam generator. It will keep the exhaust 
temperature of the burning gases by (2 – 3) degrees 
higher than the acid dew temperature, by 
controlling the fuel flow rate introduces in the 
furnace. How will the change of the fuel flow 
affect from a dynamic point of view the boiler 
operation pressure ? 
 

2.  Dynamic regime of the steam generator 
 

The operation of a steam generator can be 
studied by an approach of this question under two 
aspects, static or dynamic. 

Under stationary conditions the following 
balance equation are valid: 

w v L cw (i i ) Q    (3) 

o
o o
v L cvs(p )w [i i ] Q    (4) 

where: 
- wv[kg/s] = steam flow rate produced;  
- iv and iL[J/kg] = enthalpies of produced vapors 

and of water input in the boiler; 
- Qc[w] = heat rate (thermal power) yielded in 

time unit by the fuel in water  

- wo[kg/s], po[bar], o
cQ [w] = flow rate, pressure 

and thermal power; 
- ivs(p

o
)[J/kg] = enthalpy of vapors saturated at 

pressure po. 

Under such conditions the flow rate equation of the 
relief pressure valve can be written : 

o o o
vw kA p     (5) 

where: 
- k = a constant; 
- Ao[m2] = maximum port area of the steam 

discharge valve. 
When changing the fuel flow rate the thermal 

power entered the boiler will also change. This will 
result in a change at the same time the steam flow 
rate. Two alternatives are possible: 

a. generator operation at a constant pressure 
with the flow rate variation within the limits minw  

and o
vw .(Fig.1.a); 

b. generator operation with the steam discharge 
valve completely open, with the variation of the 
steam flow rate within the same limits, but 
according to the equation (5), with a pressure 
proportional to the flow rate (Fig 1.b). 

 

 
Of the two generator operation alternatives the 

one showing lower operation costs can be chosen. 
For a lower pumping energy, the static 
optimization results generally in the case b), the 
operation at a variable pressure. 

Based on the same reasoning, the static feature 
can be traced relating the thermal power Qc to the 
vapors flow rate wv, for the two cases, (Fig.2): 

omin min Lvs(p )Q w [ i i ]  

minmin min (p ) LQ w [ i i ]  
For graphical reasons, in Fig.2 the difference 

between the two curve a) and b) is exaggerated, a 
difference occurring in the variation of the vapors 
saturation enthalpy with the pressure. 

Fig.1. Static feature pressure-flow rate 

Fig.2. Static feature thermal power-flow rate 
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For accuracy, the curve a) is a straight line given 
by the equation (3) and curve b) shows 
qualitatively the generator behavior in the low-
pressure field where the vapors saturation enthalpy 
increases with the pressure. It results from this 
drawing that the prevailing effect is the 
proportionality between the flow rate and the 
thermal power. 

Finally, according to the equation (5) the 
dependence between the pass area of the steam 
discharge valve and the steam flow rate is traced in 
Fig.3. 

Practically, the significance of the features in 
Figures 1, 2 and 3 is as follows: the change of the 
fuel rate in order to modify the temperature of the 
burning gases can be made in two different ways:  

a. With the variation of the thermal power 
from Q1 to Q2 followed by the variation of the 
liquid flow rate from w1 to w2 and of the steam 
discharge pass-area valve from A1 to A2, keeping 
in this way a constant pressure. 

b. With the variation of the thermal power 
from Q’1 to Q’2 and of the liquid flow rate from w1 
to w2, keeping the steam discharge pass-area valve 
fixed. In this case, the pressure will change 
proportionally to the flow rate. 

According to those previously shown and 
Figures 1,2 and 3 we expect that the change of the 
input values wL(the water flow rate), Qc and A 
results in instantaneous jump of the vapors flow 
rate from w1 to w2 in both cases. In fact, we shall 
see that in case a) a nearly instantaneous variation 
of the steam flow rate will be obtained (Fig.4.a) 
while in case b) a longer time will be required 
(Fig.4.b) to reach the same final value of the flow 
rate w2. 

Obviously, the explanation of the curves in 
Fig.4 cannot be found in the diagrams 1,2 and 3 
showing the static features of the vapors 
generation process, in steady-state condition 
(rated). In order to show that the variation of the 
steam flow rate does not follow instantaneously the 
variation of the input value, we say that the process 
has a proper dynamics featured by diagrams like 
the one in Fig.4. This diagram is the generator 
response to a step signal of the input values.  

The significance of the estimating the vapors 
generation process dynamic results clearly from the 
curve b) in Fig.4: although the input water flow w1 is 
equal to w2 for all the times higher than t’ ,the fact 
that wv is lower than w2 shows that not the whole 
amount of the water evaporates but an increase of the 
water amount inside the generator occurs. 

This last phenomenon can disturb the operation of 
the steam generator if the complete pipe filling with 
water is reached or on the contrary, the complete 
vapors filling of the generator. The behavior shown 
in Fig.4 can be explained referring to phenomena the 
steam generator dynamics are based on. 

Let’s analyze for the very beginning the 
experiment in case b): with fixed opening of the 
steam discharge pass-area valve since the vapors 
flow rate changes from the value w1 to the value 
w2, the pressure should change from the initial 
value p1 to a value p2 given by the equation (5): 

2 2

1 1

p w
p w

    (5) 

Inside the generator, the liquid and the vapors 
are under saturation conditions. With the pressure 
increase from p1 to p2 water and steam temperature 
will also increase .As a result, the temperature of 
the metal in contact with the fluid will also 
increase. Generally, an energy amount (coming 

Fig.3. Static feature Amin=wmin / (kp
o)

Fig.4. Variation in time of the steam flow rate 
(t’=moment of step variation) 
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from the combustion), will be required to increase 
the generator energy level, that is its pressure. 

Part of this energy will be accumulated as 
“internal energy” in the generator body metal and 
in the fluid inside and will not participate in the 
steam generation process. 

The physical phenomenon the dynamics shown 
in Fig.4.b is based on is therefore, the energy 
accumulation inside the generator. 

Analogically, the possibility of existing a 
temporary difference between the water flow and 
the vapors flow coming out of the generator, shows 
that a phenomenon of mass accumulation inside 
the generator occurs. 

In the experiment relating to the case a), the 
previously mentioned phenomena are not taken 
into consideration, since, working at a constant 
pressure, when changing the flow rate from the 
value w1 to the value w2 the accumulated energy 
doesn’t vary and as a result, the whole input heat is 
used in vaporization. The fact that the flow rate wv 
has not a perfectly “step variation” depend on 
secondary, more complex phenomena. 

 
3.  Conclusion 
 

When aiming at the prevention of reaching the 
dew temperature by the modification of the fuel 
flow introduced in the boiler, we must take “the 
steam generator dynamics” into account. 

Although the variation of burning gases 
temperature should be kept within a maxim range 
of (3-5) degrees, the dynamic response of the 
generator should be tracked (variation of output 
values) at the suitable variation of the fuel flow.  

As we see in the diagram of Fig.4 it is 
suggested to control the boiler according to the 
case b) assuming slower time responses regarding 
the change of the input values, that is of the steam 
parameters. 

This is required mainly in case of energetic 
steam generators driving steam turbines, machines 
the speed of which is kept constant by the 
operation steam parameters too. 
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